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The Future of 

Localism 
 

Nationally and in Cornwall 
 

Tony Armstrong, CEO of 

Locality.  
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We believe in the power of  

community to create a  

fairer society.  



About Locality 
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Locality is the national membership network supporting 

community organisations to be strong and successful.  



Is localism still part of the national 

debate?  

• Nearly a decade since the Coalition Government’s focus on 

localism… has it become a “curiosity of history”?  

 

• Legislation and Community Rights – an important milestone but 

lacking transformational change and resources?  

 

• Devolution agenda – in some areas (including Cornwall) see 

powers flow ‘onwards’ to neighbourhoods, in many other areas 

limited to sub-regional change.  

 

• Brexit – a mandate for greater localism? A renewed focus from 

all main parties on power, “left behind” areas, and the need for 

change 

 

• Another “snap” general election…  

    continued national instability. 
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Why does localism matter?  

Policy making around place= 

better social, economic and 

environmental outcomes 

Involvement in local action = 

improved health and wellbeing 

Connections and belonging 

= better civic engagement and 

improved community 

cohesion 
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The Commission on the Future of 

Localism (2017 – 2018). 
• Chaired by Lord Kerslake – with 

Commissioners from academia, 

politics, community sector. In 

partnership with Power to Change 

 

• We need to completely reframe 

how we think about power.  

 

• Localism is not about power being 

‘given away’ – but about harnessing 

the power that already exists within 

local communities  

 

• You can’t just “legislate for 

localism” – requires fundamental 

resetting of relationships and 

behaviours – and resourcing in 

communities.  
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The four pillars of localism:  
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Power 

Partnerships: key 

findings from our 

research 

 

New research on 

localism 



Our research in Cornwall  
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• Significant lessons for policy and practice from the Cornish model 

of “onward devolution”. Localism is advanced in Cornwall around: 

asset transfers; service agreements; governance via Community 

Networks.  

• Research from Jane Wills – interviews with parish and town 

councils, mapping current experience and future lessons.  

 

• Vibrancy of community activism and activity. Opportunities for 

community enterprise and community organisations within the localism 

agenda. 

• Including in-depth area case study with Par Bay Big Local: 

including interviews and focus groups.  
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Institutions of localism 
What we learnt:  

• Devolution has involved significant ‘upskilling’ of towns and 

parishes, but the picture is not consistent.  

• Learning is evolving around assets and liabilities. Advocacy and 

negotiation for better deals has been led by TPCs.  

• The precept is a key resource – but longer term, sustainable 

enterprise models are also valued.  

• Key identified areas of support and training include: changes in 

law, regulation, budgets; community engagement models; social 

enterprise 

• Opportunities to strengthen community engagement and 

partnerships with voluntary and community sectors.  

 

Key findings 
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Community capacity 

Community-led models and building local power:  

• Community-led models for asset and services transfer. Valued for flexibility, 

leveraging community resources, and innovative business models and 

social enterprise.  

• Opportunities for growing key ‘anchor’ organisations and partnerships with 

TPCs to tackle some of the most pressing neighbourhood challenges.  

• Lessons from Par Bay Big Local: through independent resources has been 

able to mobilise capacity, confidence and activity in the community – from 

small grants, participatory community engagement, to managing a key 

community building – with ambitions for arts, culture and enterprise.  

• Wider changes in working across the voluntary sector have championed 

asset-based approaches and putting communities in the lead. Examples 

including Cornwall Voluntary Sector Forum’s “Shaping My Community” 

programme.  

 

Key findings 



Our recommendations in Cornwall 
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 Cornwall Council’s future localism strategy:  

o KPIs on community power embedded across council 

departments – including social value; neighbourhood services; 

community ownership.  

 

o Maximising potential for skills sharing between local councils and 

VCSE organisations and developing capacity in the organised 

community sector 
  

 More opportunities for community-led plans, and community 

involvement through the future of Community Networks  

 

 Strengthening community engagement and partnerships at a 

local level:  

o What support is require for this? A mix of new resources and 

peer learning on community development and community 

organising… taking a “power partnership” approach.   
  



A “power partnership” approach 

to engagement 
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Our calls to local government.  
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Our asks of national government:  
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1. Take the Localism Act further with new powers for 

communities to save local spaces, shape local 

services and local economic plans. 

 

2. Establish a Community Wealth Fund to invest in our 

social and civic infrastructure. 

 

3. Embed community power in new post-EU funding 

models – including UK Shared Prosperity Fund and the 

Towns Fund.  
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Questions? 
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Unlock the 

power of your 

community 

with us 

P 0345 458 8336    

E  info@locality.org.uk 

W locality.org.uk 

 

 

  

@localitynews 

facebook.com/localityUK 

 

  


